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Applied Operations Research: 
Developing Concepts, Technologies, and 
Tactics for unmanned sysems using  
Campaign Analysis, Simulation and 
Wargaming 
 Professor of Practice Jeff Kline, Operations Research 




Sharpening Both Combat & 
Analytic Skills 
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• Use Existing Simulation (NSS) 
• Modify Existing Simulation (OSM, 
EXTEND, EADSIM, MANA) 




• Vary performance 
• Vary actions (behaviors) 
• Vary forces 
Run 
Simulations 
• 500K-1M Tactical 
Engagements 




• Extract factors 
providing best 
performance 
• Modify Tactics 
• Countering Maritime SoF 
• Countering UCAV Tactics 
• Distributed Lethality Tactics 
• Laser employment Tactics 
• AT/FP Tactics  
• Employing Non-Lethal  
UNCLASSIFIED 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Quantifying The Potential Benefits of Anti-
submarine Warfare (ASW) Continuous 
Trail Unmanned Vessels (ACTUV) in a 
Tactical ASW Scenario 
LCDR Kevin Solem, USN 
Advisor: Professor Thomas Lucas 
Second Reader: CAPT Jeffrey Kline, USN (retired) 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Introduction/Research Question 
• Can a P-8 perform better in an area ASW 
tactical situation when augmented by an 
ACTUV? 
 
• As measured in:  
– Higher probability of kill 
– Faster time to kill 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Introduction/Tactical Situation    
• Baseline Area ASW scenario:  
– A target submarine transiting an area 110 nm wide 
by 50 nm long at speed 6-10 knots that must be 
detected, localized, and engaged. 
 
• The model simulates prosecution of the target 
submarine by: 
1. ACTUV alone 
2. P-8 alone 
3. P-8 and ACTUV working together 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Results 
What is the change in probability of successfully 
establishing attack criteria against the sub? 
Probability of Kill for ACTUV and P-8 together 
is 0.3 higher than P-8 alone (52% increase) 
Case Probability of Kill 
  Mean Lower 95% CI Upper 95% CI 
ACTUV 0.410 0.321 0.499 
Both 0.880 0.842 0.918 
P-8 0.577 0.552 0.603 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Results 
Probability of Kill 
ANOVA of transformed data 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Results   
What is the change in mean time to establish 
attack criteria against the sub? 
Mean Time to Kill of both P-8 and ACTUV is 0.5 
hours faster than P-8 alone (15% decrease) 
Case Time to Kill (in hours) 
  Mean Lower 95% CI Upper 95% CI 
ACTUV 4.02 3.83 4.20 
Both 2.76 2.62 2.89 
P-8 3.26 3.16 3.36 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Results 
Time to Kill 
ANOVA of transformed data 
UNCLASSIFIED 
LT Jon Edwards 






• ASCMs give near-peer competitors the ability to challenge sea 
control in multiple theaters.  If the U.S. needs to deter an 
aggressive near-peer competitor, how can we protect our 
logistics from submarine launched ASCMs? CNSP believes 
convoys are a possible solution, but ASCMs are challenging.  
Can a surface-air convoy mix, using the F-35B,  better protect 
convoys from ASCMs?    
 
• Using CNSP’s study as a benchmark, we simulated 297,000 
attacks with agent-based modeling software.  We analyzed the 
data output to determine the effectiveness of 60 different 
convoy formation and weapon pairings.  Our measure of 
effectiveness is convoy casualties and submarines killed.   
 
 
Key Participants:     
•  LT Jon Edwards  
•   Thesis Advisor:  CAPT (Ret.) Jeffrey Kline, USN, OR 
•   Second Reader:  Dr. Thomas Lucas, OR 
 
Sponsor 
• Commander Naval Surface Forces U.S. Pacific Fleet 
 
Benefit to the Warfighter 
 Using the F-35B, LHA, and DDGs for convoy defense can 
potentially reduce convoy casualties from ASCMs while reducing 





• Formations with four DDGs and four F-35Bs had 
fewer casualties than formations with eight DDGs:  
15 convoy ships lost compared to 11.   
 
• Formations with four DDGs and just two F-35Bs 




• Briefed Commander Surface and Mine Warfighting 
Development Command.  
• Brief Commander Naval Surface Forces U.S. Pacific 
Fleet staff. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Follow on Thesis Work 
ACTUV:  
– Contributions to ASuW 
– Contributions to Area ASW 
– Mission Package assignments 






















Use of Campaign Analysis to Develop 









• Quantitative Military 
assessments on new 
technologies 
• Risk Assessments 
• Force Capacity Gaps 






Joint Campaign Analysis Summer 2017 
• Maritime War 2030 scenario: Hybrid War in Baltics, Conflict in 
South China Sea, Russo-Japan Conflict over Kurils 
• Topics of focus: 
– Convoy Protection 
– Multi-Domain contributions to sea control (Land Based) 
– Island Expeditionary Warfare 
– Hybrid, Urban War (Riverine Security) 
– Alternative surface force assessment (CSBA’s “Deterrence” Force) 
• Technical Injects: 
– ACTUV with TALON 
– TERN 
– Undersea Constellation 
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WARFARE INNOVATION CONTINUUM 
 










Littoral Operations Center 
           SEA 25 Capstone Project 
 
CRUSER Innovation Thread 5: “Developing Autonomy 
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sponsors 
